organisation? This knowledge publishing process is enhanced by a number of smart technologies which support semantic search of the archive, personalised views over the newsletter, and the production of intelligent newspaper layouts based on an automatic analysis of the importance of the submitted stories. News publishing is but one way to share knowledge, which accounts for one-off postings. In other cases we may want to support intensive discussions about some artefact, such as an academic paper. Our D3E toolkit provides the basic technology to associate discussion spaces with web resources. In addition, we can augment D3E-based discussion spaces with semantic web technology, to provide additional support for group discussions, such as allowing participants to access relevant resources, in response to semantic queries. Finally, I will also briefly talk about our work on the next generation of digital libraries. This aims at allowing authors and readers to augment digitallibraries resources (e.g., an academic paper) with formal statements about the scholarly contribution made by each resource and the conceptual relation between resources in the library (e.g., this paper proposes a theory which builds on the work by author X, or refutes theory Y proposed by author Z, etc .. ).
